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SY:

So that right now we're just trying to get the background

material together on it.
JW:

Sure, okay.

Well ask me anything you want then and

I'll .•••
SY:

OK.

The other thing I should tell you, we are taping

these ••.
J'iV:

Yeah.

SY:

••• and, at this rx>int, we are just keeping the tapes.

Ii;

don't have the staff, the clerical staff to do th0
transcribing which should be done now.
Jl.'l:

And .•••

You've got. to get the people while they're alive and
well [laughter].

SY:

Right.

We were trying for a while to write narrative

surrmaries of the conversations and found that was alrrost
nore difficult than doing a transcript, because we were
finding, having to interpret someone else and probably in
sane cases wrongfully so.

So, what we will do is

eventually, hopefully before the President leaves office,
we will do canplete transcripts and then send you a copy
of the draft so that you could edit it.

Anything which

you \\QuId want to put restrictions on access to, you
could do that, and of course they \\QuId be maintained.
JI.'l:

All ..right.

SY:

Other than that, if there are no specific restrictions,
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they will be handled just as any other presidential~per
and would be screened in the nonnal screening prC)Cess

before it would be given to a researcher at
Library.

the

[Nixon]

SO what we are trying to do then is to define

basic staff responsibilities and functional roles within
a staff.
JH:

Right.

SY:

You first were, I think, associated with the President
during the 1960 campaign.

J~":

Yes.

Is that correct?

I was first associated with the President in the

1960 campaign.
SY:

Haw were you introduced to the President or how did this
came about?

JW:

Were you ••• ?

It's a funny story but it takes a while.

Do you really

want it?
SY:

Well, I've ••••

;r;v:

Well, 1. •••

SY:

No, other than •••

JW:

OK.

SY:

••• if you would like to.

JIIJ:

I had absolutely no connection with him or with politics
in my entire life.

This ••••

I went to the beach in Ocean City

[Maryland] in 1959 and read a book about him.

I hate the

beaCh, and my wife loves it, so I took a book along.

The

book was by Earl Mazo and that was kind of like St. Paul
being knocked off the horse.
involved in sane way.

I decided I wanted to get

I met a girl who worked, I knew a
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girl who worked in the [[)".right D.] Eisenha....er
administration by the name of Anne Devereux, who worked
She introduced me to Ed

for Jerry [Gerald D.] Morgan.

[Edward A.] McCabe, who introduced me to Bob [H.R.]
Haldem.:m.

I eventually became an advance man and was an

advance man for him in 1960.

I was associated with him

all the years he wasn't President in one way or another,
going on trips with him, helping him out.

I scheduled

him in 1966, part time, in addition to my regular job.
quit my job the day he announced for President and went
full time on his staff and went through the entire
cartp:lign in 1968 managing [the] schedule[ s] of him, Mrs.
Nixon, Mr. [Spiro T.] Agn&w, their children, a group of
governors and surrogate candidates.

In the transition,

[I] v.orked on personnel and people, and then became
cabinet Secretary the day he became President.
SY:

Hm hnrn.

Since the main object of this project is to

focus on the White House •••
J\~:

SY:

Yes.
••• itself, you were, I think, app::>inted in the Sunmer of

1969 •••
JW:

No.

SY:

••• to the Defense Department.

J',~:

I was appointed on, •••

SY:

[Unintelligible], I, I ••••

JW:

••• in December I was naninated.

No, I was appointed as

Cabinet Secretary in December, I believe it was December
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17th 1969 in the transition period.

Then I was cabinet

Secretary fran January 20, Inauguration Day, on, until
sanetime in August of 1969, When I ceased doing that and
went on the Domestic Council staff as an--What were we
called?--assistant directors of the Domestic Council.

I

handled a policy area fran then on until I came here to
Interior.
S"Y:

Could we then focus on that time •••

JW:

Yes.

SY:

•••When you were with the I):mestic Council , actually in
the White House?

Could you attempt again to describe

your responsibilities in ••• ?

At this time the I):mestic

Council was really just developing.
JW:

That I s correct.

SY:

Yes.

JW:

As the cabinet Secretary or the Domestic Council?

SY:

Damestic Council.

JW:

Domestic Council?
formed.

Yes, I forget the dates that it was

The first responsibility I was given was the

area of natural resources.

My ultimate responsibilities

included the field[s] of natural resources, the
environment, agricultural policy, and energy policy.
Those were the main functions that I handled the entire
time I was on the Domestic Council until I becrune
Undersecretary of Interior.
SY:

What did your staff consist of under each of these areas,
or [unintelligible] ••• ?
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JW:

Very limited.

The Whole idea of the Danestic Council was

not to create a large staff, but to make the agencies and

the Office of Management and Budget work for you so you
could move forward to the President through, in my case,
John Ehrlichman decision papers that needed to be made.
These were decisions of really two types.

One of rather

very broad policy at one extrare, and on the other a
sometimes, a nitty-gritty, frankly very small matter
Where we had two Cabinet officers at logger-heads with
each other and there was no way [for] protocol to resolve
it without either a meeting with the President or a[n]
option paper to the President.
A little more focus:

The responsibilities of, well,

my responsibilities anyway on the Domestic Coucil were to
get out the environment messages of 1970, 1971, 1972.
did those.

I was in charge of those for Ehrlichman.

I
The

energy message of June 1971, and a Whole host of smaller
messages to Congress, or events Where the President met
with a Cabinet officer or a group, from Which would came
either the beginning of a substance study or the end of
one.

In other words, it would culminate in a pUblic

event Which would involve a briefing before [Ronald L.]
Ziegler and the press, and sane message of sane type, or
same type of legislation, or same administrative action
would take place.
SY:

Hm hrrm.

JVv:

Is this What you want, Miss [unintelligible]?
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SY:

Fine.

Yes.

JW:

OK.

SY:

In the staff organization of the Domestic Council, did
you always work through John Ehrlichrnan?

JW:

I did until about the Summer of 1972, last surrmer.

At

that time John's responsibilities shifted fram the day
to-day management of the Domestic Coucil to nore just
selecting a fEM of the projects, then running with them.
At that point, Ken [Kenneth R.] Cole took over as my
direct boss, to run the everyday business of the Domestic
Council.

What I mean, for example, John would have been

virtually in every one of the packages that I was
involved in.

After Ken Cole took over his

responsibility, John was involved--in other words, the
circuit was fram Ken to the President rather than Ken to
John to the President.

my packages.

John wasn't involved in any of

He was involved in things like tax refonn,

a very large study going on at the time, and things of
that sort.

John also had, you might say, public

responsibilities at that point, because we were starting
to get into a canpaign at that time, the campaign of
1972, last year.

He did a lot of, did nore public

appearances, Where before that time all of us were, did
our best to avoid publicity because our jOb was to get
our jOb done rather than go out and make speeches about
doing it [laughter].
SY:

You know.

Well, then What you are saying is you were the, sCIIle'v.ih.at
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a project manager for certain •••
JW:

Yes.

SY:

••• special ••••

J\v:

I handled virtually every project within the policy areas
I've defined:

environment, energy, natural resources

(under environment I include pollution).
subsets to that.

For example, we had to develop a

national grCMth policy.
statute.

There were

This was in response to a

I ran that study.

We also had to put together

a fairly extensive rural development package in
legislation.
SY:

I ran that package.

When you first came to the Danestic Council staff, hON
did your areas of responsibility either conflict or
overlap with those of Pat [Daniel P.] Moynihan before he
left?

Or did you •••

JW:

They really didn't.

SY:

••• coordinate with him on any ••• ?

JIll:

They really didn't.
there was no overlap.

There was a possibility of over--no,
There would have been, for

example, had Pat stayed on at the period When we were
focusing on national grCMth policy.
wasn't.

But, in fact, there

Pat's role toward the end, although he first

chaired the Urban Policy Subcatmittee of the cabinet.
This was before the Danestic Council.
and Rural Comrl.ttee, see.
it.

There was an Urban

I worked on the rural part of

I wasn't the executive director, but I still worked

at it.

Pat did the city side, Which later would be
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called, became known as the National Growth Policy.

But

as things progressed, Pat became so involved with the
Family Assistance Plan [that] he virtually became a one
man, one-mission operation to.Nard the end of his tenure
at the White House.

At least, you'll have to ask Pat,

but that was my interpretation of it.

So there was

al.m:>st no overlap between Pat's ••.•
SY:

Although ••••

JW:

There was none between Pat's job and mine.

SY:

At

SOle

point then sane of the areas which he had

maintained responsibility in were turned over to the •.•
JW:

Dcrrestic Council?

SY:

••• the assistant directors of the Dcrnestic Council?

JW:

Yeah.

You're really asking a question that gets at the

question of how we started and Where we ended up in the
first four years.

We started with a system that, I buy

the conventional theory that it didn't have an honest
broker.

It had two resic points of view led by two

strong men of great leadership.

Moynihan, the liberal,

and Arthur Burns, the conservative.

There was no way of

doing an honest broker job of getting opinions in to the
President.

One would care in and sell their point of

view and another theirs.

When people sell in

conversation, it tends to be slanted.

That is Why the

President pushed so IIUlch for the option paper.
We then went through a process of breaking the
Cabinet up into smaller Cabinet groups.
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You'll find out

in a cabinet meeting that there is very little that is in
camon in a cabinet meeting, like there is in any large
meeting.

What's in camon obviously, for example, in a

Cabinet meeting is budget and fOlitics.

If the Secretary

of Interior talks about what has happened to sane buffalo
that got sick, the Secretary of HEW [Health, Education
and Welfare] goes to sleep.

And v.hen the Secretary of

HEW is talking about Social Security, the Secretary of
Interior tends to go to sleep.

That's life.

So in

my

opinion, a Cabinet set-up in that sense, of a tx:x1y that
deliberately makes policy, is almost a facade, always has
been, and I think the President recognized that a long
time ago.

Therefore, he broke up into sub-Cabinet

groups, that was stage two.

What was wrong with the sub

Cabinet grouping was there was no staff to make the
things happen after these busy men broke up fran the
meeting.

And we were in a period of government when we

fell heir to all the myriad of categorical grant programs
of the [Lyndon B.] Johnson administration that required
inter-agency coordination that wasn't fOssible in the
bounds of the bureaucratic system.
That's what lead to the coordination and the
strengthening of the White House staff through the
Domestic Council.

Historians will argue about whether

that was good or bad.

The President's ultimate

intention, though, is to reorganize, so he went the
Domestic Council route, but his ultimate intention is to
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In3ke fewer larger Departments so you can be centralized.
But when you make the larger Departments, they co
ordinate enough of the action in town so that you can get
a decision out of them that is not a pure advocate
decision.
~'Y:

JW:

That I S the problem.

IX> I, •••

Yes.
••• do I explain the philosophy of why we were going

through those three steps?
SY:

HovI did you, while you were in the D::mestic Council, how

did you go about coordinating through the Departments or
agencies involved in a particular issue in presenting
your statement or •••
JW:

Option paper to the President?

SY:

•••option paper to the President?

J~v:

Well, take, can I use an example?

SY:

[Unintelligible].

~v:

Take the first environment message.
was a very important subject.
strongly in the polls.

At that time, that

It had cane up very

It was obvious that the President

had became President just at the time when this had
becane a great issue, and the government was totally

unorganized to deal with it.

When Ehrlictunan gave me the

mission in August to put together the first environment
message, the first thing I did was call virtually all the
Cabinet officers and say,

'~ill

you lend me somebody?

We I ve got to sanehow get this thing organized."
Generally, the Cabinet officers did What any human being
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[would do]: they sent me a turkey.
SY:

Yes [laughter].

JI'l:

That's human nature, right?
their best man.

Right?

They're not going to give up

Through a wiI'lIlO'Ning process, I got a

group of about ten guys together Who were good.
Incidentally, What was interesting about it, the average
age of that group was something like twenty-eight: in
other words, it was a very young group.

OK, so then you

have your group to work with and a task force that really
works.
SY:

And these were all still drawn fran the Departments?

JW:

Yeah.

They were detailed to the White House.

NON I

don't mean they lived at the White House: they lived back
in their agencies, but those fellONS were working full
time for me.

O.K. ?

We were then able to come up intellectually with a
package we liked.
very rough.

We sent that to the President, it was

He spent a couple of weekends looking at it,

made can:nents on it and all that about What....

You kind

of got a feeling [for] What he liked and What he didn't
like.

He studied those over several weekends and things

like that.

Then I had several conversations with him,

etc., etc., and we'd go on.

NON you get down to the

question of, then there were ultimate conflicts built-in.
The classic conflict is the Secretary of Cormerce is
always for, basically oriented toward a pro-business: the
Secretary of Interior would be pro-environment.
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So

you've got a built- in fight.

It's just there.

Those

were all resolved, the main ones were resolved in option
papers that were sent to the President.
decision.

Then that was it.

decisions.

He made the

That's a level of policy

Then, there's always that last, then, you

have to clear the legislation that accompanies the
policy.

You have the same series of fights ShON up again

in rrore detail.

By that time, except if a Cabinet

officer feels very strongly about it, you're beyond the
point Where you are worrying the President about it.
HONever, if the cabinet officer feels strongly enough
about it that he wants to worry the President, then in a
White House capacity that's Where you've got to make sure

you do, because, that to me, is the sacredness of the
system.

The White House guy has got be a facilitator,

not a blocker, of getting infonnation to the President.
I kind of made a little speech there.

I am sorry, maybe

I took too long •••
SY:

No.

JW:

••• in answering your question.

SY:

Not at all.

Do you think that in that case, were you

acting as kind of the conduit of the infonnation fran the
Departments to the President or did you •••
JW:

Yes.

SY:

••• act as the director of the infonnation?

In other

words, were you actually conveying the infonnation
yourself to •••
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J~":

To

SY:

••• to the President, or •••

Jl.~:

No.

SY:

••• just rraking sure that it got to him•••

JW:

No.

SY:

••• fram ••• ?

JW:

You've got an issue to describe, we'll say.

the President?

Here's where you get down ••••

He doesn't

prefer to have the two Cabinet officers if they disagree,
we'll say, cane in and fight in front of him about the
issue.

What he would prefer is that a staff man like

myself write an option paper that says we can do option
one through four or five, and the pros and cons or such
and such, that Secretary So-and-so recarmends this, the

other Cabinet [member] that.

Check the right box.

Now

in writing that paper I used to always call the
Secretaries back and read it to them to rrake sure that
their :£X)int of view was being represented.

Because it's

very hard to, because you start to get personally
involved.

You decide yourself what you think the right

decision is.

That's when you've got to watch yourself,

and you've got to rrake sure that you don't, you're not
voting, so to speak.

You're pushing a, that when you

write your paper you write it factually instead of
slanted.
beings.
SY:

It's the same old problem we all have as h\.DllaIl
1).:)

you want a cigarette?

No, thank you.

How much of a selection process was there

on your part, which would have been a :£X)licy decision in
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this case of, how many options should be sent to the
President?

Obviously, same you are going to want to

throw out from practically the beginning.
JW:

That tends to get confused.

When you first started doing

it, you used to write a lot of options.

And then, the

!TOre you studied it the rrore you became familiar with the
problan.

In very few cases did the real options came

down to !TOre than four or five or six usually.

And

Henry, you know it's, sometimes it's bad enough to get
your facts wrong, but the real embarrassment is to have
totally missed a possible option fonn that noJ:xxly thought
of.

It happens occasionally, we're all human.

it's the old story:
letter?

But,

do you have time to write a short

And, the same is true of option papers:

usually, you get so embroiled in it that you're looking
at hairs on a dog's back, and you forget that Presidents
don't look at hairs on a dog's back.
SY:

Hm hrrm.

JW:

Even as close as you are to the system in the White
House, the rrore you do it the better you get at it.

SY:

Well, was it your job to then go out and in addition to
going to the Department heads or•••

JW:

Hm hrrm.

SY:

.•• the Departments themselves, to go to the agencies, or
how often did you work with people in the private sector?
What position did they take?

JW:

In addition to that, getting policy that way, you had,
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the President's attitude always has been basically two
things:

don't get all your answers fran government, and

don't get all your answers fran the top of government.
In other words, we learned to operate in these
Departments.

We general1y found out 'Where the bright

fellows were.

What good does it do to call an

undersecretary of Interior like me for a decision on
saoothing when I really don't kn<::7.N too IlU.lch about it?
There is a GS-14 someWhere underneath here that really
understands it.
people directly.
feathers.

The President wanted us to talk to those
That's fine, that made, that ruffled

But it's the right way to do it.

out the guy that knows the facts.

I mean, find

There was many a

cabinet meeting I attended 'Where the guy 'Who did the
briefing was less than a GS-16 that was sitting there
talking to the President of the United States for an hour
because he was the one smart cat in town 'Who really knew
'What it was all about.

So there was that level.

Then, a

rrore difficult thing to, that takes time to accanplish
because there is no magic system 'Where you find the smart
people in a Department.

That's one of the values,

incidentally of the National Security Council:
institutionalized [unintelligible] longer.

it's been

Therefore, it

has learned 'Where the smart people are, back in the
agencies.

Its weakness is it's becane such an

institution that it doesn't necessarily respond to what
the President, the new President would want.
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But anyway

I'm digressing.
The other thing is fIUlch harder to do.

It's hardest

of all to get academic infonnation, because there is no
institution built-in to find out where the smart people
[are] out there.

There is an institution to find out

Where it is fran industry, because the lobbyists are in
tONll..

They're always pinging on you and trying to sell

you their stricter special interests, the same people Who
operate on the suboammittee on the Hill operate at the
White House.

That kind of input is easily

attainable~

you don't have to build an institution, it's americana.
Very difficult though to get good input through a
university, I found.

The science fraternity is pretty

well organized through the National Science Foundation
and that the, formerly the Office of Science and

Technology.

It's an on-going thing.

Professors cane to

tONll., and they're on cannittees and research and

developnent.

But pure, nev.r, good ideas that aren't

necessarily related to money or things, it's the simple
idea sanetimes that's the hardest thing in the 'WUrld for
them.

Still is, and I don't knJw how you conquer that.
One time the President sent us all out,

h~

sent five

of us out, ten of us out to do five stops apiece.
guess we did about fifty stops.

I

We called a man in a

tONll. who had gotten to be a friend, and we said, "Get us
together for dinner: don't just get Republicans.

I want

you to get people that are against the President, I want
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labor, try to get a cross-section."
perfect one.

You never get a

We I d go into the roan, we I d just say, "I f

you were President, 'What \\QuId you do?"
hour bull session.

And have a two

We came back with hundreds of ideas.

Probably only t\\Q or three of them turned out to be
useful in the long run, but it was an exercise.

Joe

[Joseph A.] Califano tried the same thing with [Lyndon
B.] Johnson.

We found it a useful exercise.

You Ire

always looking for that jewel, that I s worth the effort if
you firrl that one jewel, you krloN.
SY:

Right.

JW:

[Laughter].

SY:

You were talking about the second stage of actually
getting these options, then, through in the form of
legislation.

JW:

Yes.

SY:

Did you follON through in that area, and did you work
directly with, well, did you \\Qrk through the
congressional liaison staff at the White House, or did
you \\Qrk more directly with the Congress?

JW:

We did it all three ways.
with the Congress.

We sanetimes worked directly

Yeah.

[Unidentified wanan entered roan]:

can

you take Bob

[unintelligible] urgent an Wounded Knee?
JW:

On

What?

[Unidentified wanan]:
JW:

Wounded Knee.

Yeah, (unintelligible]

Bob.
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[The tape recorder was turned off]
SY:

[The recording resl..IDled]

[Blip] emergency and you had, and he had, none of these
came up yet.

I was surprised at that.

It seems that

Interior [unintelligible] its fair share of emergencies.
JW:

Yeah.

Excuse me, I lost the train of thought of your

question with that telephone call.
SY:

You were talking about the implementation of legislation.

Jw:

Oh yes.

Primarily the load was so heavy that you-

rule one '.vas, once a presidential message goes to
Congress, the selling of it, the passing of the
legislation, the responsibility goes reck to the
Department.

O. K. ?

SY:

Hm hntn.

J'vJ:

At the second level, we would occasionally, through Bill
[William E.] Timrons, make direct contact.

That

generally, usually came dONn through the end of the
congressional session, \<\ihen you were dONn to horse
trading.
SY:

Hm hmn.

JW:

r-Dre on that might ••• ?

SY:

Yes.

J'Iv:

Because the Departments had a hard time having any
kno.-iledge of \<\ihat priorities are:

\<\ihen they've all got

priorities: \<\ihen you're dONn to the end of a session and
you IN,,lnt to get certain bills through, you have to be for
one 'iIDd not for another: vvhere you have to m::xlify one
that might be for or against the interests of the
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cabinet, of each Department.

So it's impossible

sanet:i.mes for them to do it.

You get very rruch involved

therefore at the end of the process, just before the
season closes.

We refer to it as the silly season.

And, a third way of getting involved is when the
President wants to, in effect, have meetings that involve
pushing the legislation further, through publicity or
sanething.

Like, he'll set up a meeting.

Indian legislation package down.

You send an

It goes to sleep on the

Hill, and nothing happens, let's say.

All right, he has

a meeting, and he does sanething with the Indians, and he
pushes again for the legislation.

You are involved in

setting up that meeting for the President.
SY:

Sanething that occurred to me which is kind of changing
the subject, going backwards.

Since you had been with

the administration before the Domestic Council was
fonned, ••.
Jw:

Yes.

SY:

••• did you, were you involved in the reorganization,

which did result in the formation of the Domestic
Council, in INOrk beginning with the Ash Councilor in
even the •••
Jiv:

No, not ••••

SY:

••• initial suggestions ••• ?

J!"v:

Suggestions to fonn the Domestic Council?

SY:

Right.

JIll:

No, I was not.
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SY:

Or once the idea, the broad idea had been outlined, in
v.orking out the details of ha.v the Danestic Council v.ould
be organized?

JW:

No.

I was simply told it was going to happen and I was

going to have a certain resp:::>nsibility.

To my knowledge,

Ken Cole, John Ehrlichman, and, I presume, Haldeman--but
I donlt know that because I worked for John more than I
did for Haldeman--and the Ash Ccmnission did that.

I was

very deeply involved in the government reorganization
plan of the Departments that came later and was sent to
Congress.

In other words, the whole natural thing....

I

was the project manager to get the Environmental
Protection Agency reorganization plan and the National
Oceanographic and Atrrospheric Agency (NOAA)
reorganization plans put together, broker it with the
Cabinet, sent to the Hill, and sold and passed.

And the

implementation in the White House of getting these new
agencies as infant agencies started.
SY:

And that was after you had been on the Dcmestic Council?

JW:

Yes.

SY:

That was after the Danestic Council staff was

Both of those.

established.
JW:

Yes, right.

And also the Council of Environrnental

Quality, I even v.orked on that, too, but that was an
executive office.

We didn I t create that, that was

created through legislation.

But we had to implement it,

pick the people to run it, figure out the staff
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structure, and I was involved in that.

Not pick the

people, but recarmend to the President the presidential
appointees for those jobs.
S"Y:

Hm hItm. Did you do this in connection with Fred [Frederic

V.] Malek's staff?
J'r/:

Fred wasn't there at that time, but the equivalent of him
was Harry Flemning at the time.

Yeah.

I was involved in

reca:rmending what became the ultimate appointments like
Russ [Russsell E.] Train, Bob [Robert] Cahn and Gordon
MacDonald to the Council of Environmental Quality and the
selection of [William D.] Ruckelshaus as head of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
SY:

In the areas that you listed as your areas of
responsibility under the Domestic Council, are there any
which stand out to you as being ones which would be IIDre
historically significant than others and which might not
be documented as well in the paper files?

Not

necessarily just their, the superficial documentation of
who did what, but the whys, and hON sanething was
actually fonned and hON the policy was fonned.
JW:

Well, I think the IIDst significant one of them all was
the environment and the creation of the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Council of Environmental
Quality and the environmental messages that went down
there.

That's fairly well documented.

As to hON the

decisions were made, I've real1y just said here in our
conversation hON that was really done, hON we got this
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camri.ttee together of young guys and put it together.
SY:

Would you say that the envirorunent occupied rrore of your
time, relatively, than these other areas?

Jv-l:

Yes.

SY:

Natural resources, [unintelligible].

Iw:

Yes.

There were periods when that wasn't so.

When we

put out the first energy message, I put in a pretty heavy
slug there of about six rronths where, I would say, I put
rrore of my time into energy.

I'm a little subjective

about that because I don't remember hON my time was split
up that well: hONever, my secretary just did a, sanebody

over there asked us for a calendar on what we did, try to
put it together.

Do you know anything about that

exercise?
SY:

No.

Was that Craig [unintelligible surname] fran the

Staff Secretary's Office, or something?
JW:

[Shouted to a person in another roan]
[Beall] 1

Mary Dee

Remen"ber that call you got fran Dick [Richard

M.] Fairbanks to put together a kind of a schedule of
what I did when I worked in the White House?
YONellj Have you, do you want it?

[to Susan

Do you ••• ?

SY:

It v.ould be something that v.ould certainly••••

JW:

[To l.lrikn<::Mn person] Could I have a copy, or do we have a
copy?

[to Susan YONell] I think what you really need to

know is who turned that on, so you can get them all.

Or

do you really care hON it [unintelligible]?
SY:

Well, hopefully it 'AOUld be sanething that 'AOUld end up
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in the Central Files or in the Domestic Ooucil files.
JW:

Probably would, but 1. •••

SY:

We should check on it.

J'Iv:

Well, if I give it to you, that will help you check on
it.

SY:

One thing that has really helped fran the standpoint of
basic infonnation on staff was the request to all of the
staff to send to ••••

JW:

Job descriptions?

SY:

Job descriptions and, •••

JW:

I never wrote one.

SY:

••• and then the goals of, "what should this job be in the
next four years."

That was a very useful thing, to

actually require each staff member to sit down and think
about what he did.
·JW:

Well, I don't mON that wei re the best source, but people
who have been through a fundamental change in how the
White House was organized....

Nothing like that was ever

really, no atterrpt. was really ever made to organize the
White House staff danestically, out of the standard
Cabinet thing until, I "WOuld say, the last year of Joe
califano.

That I s my, Joe made a first try at it, and

then we worked further at it.
rrore processes.

I'm sure it III go through

We I re in another one nON, really, in a

sense that the counsellor job, [Earl L.] Butz you kna.v,
the counsellors.
SY:

lim hmn.
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JV'I:

In a sense they, Earl Butz is doing what I just described
as my job.

Plus another job, he's Secretary of

Agriculture on top of it, but he's doing the very thing,
loosely referred to as coordination of several
Departments.
SY:

In other INOrds, What 1. •••

Do you think. that the counsellor idea will replace the

need, or the same kind of direction fran the IXmestic
Council?
J~'l:

I can't answer that yet.

SY:

The latest reorganization?

JW:

I can't answer that yet.

I do feel this way: if we were

ever to get the lesser number of Departments with ClOre
responsibility, which the President has been trying to
get for three years

ncJ,N,

there would be less need for a

large White House staff to coordinate it.

SY:

Because there would be fewer heads of Departll'lents to

report.
JW:

Right.

I mean the President, when you get right dONn to

it, is like any other man.
two ears.

He's only got two eyes and

You could run a little business or IBL"1.

When

you came right--I run a, we've got fifty-nine thousand
people working for us.
intimately work with?

How many people do I really

About twenty-five.

I couldn't

work, if I had a hundred and fifty-nine thousand people
in this Department, I could still only work with about
twenty-five.

That's the President's problem.

He's

clawed at by every constituency and a proliferation of
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little agencies.

When I say the President, I mean it in

the abstract sense, not just this President, you know.
SY:

Do

you think, J:X>ssibly, that the concept of having

counsellors or decreasing the number of Cabinet J:X>sitions
would be preferred by the Cabinet or by the Departments,
in the sense that the direction is caning still fran the
outside, fran other Departments, rather than being
focused together in the D:Inestic Council, which would be
part of the White House staff?
JH:

Oh yes.

There is no question that, no matter who the

White House staff are, the Departments resent them.
resent anybody rrore that's on the
Management and Budget], because

Q\1B

(lvffi

'!'hey

[Office of

won't let them spend

all the rroney that they want to spend.
Franklin Roosevelt for inventing it.

Thank GOO for
I mean, the

government would have been out of business financially.
But there will always have to be sanebody that says "no"
for the president, same institution.

And it's

(lvffi.

A lot of, I'm changing the subject a little bit, a
lot of what people call J:X>licy coordination really isn't
J:X>licy coordination.

What it is is a single-minded

devotion to the President's day.

When he has a meeting,

he's got to know what he's talking about, he's got to
know in advance what the man basically wants, he's got to

have sane help on suggestions on what that resJ:X>nse
should be or severaL...

He literally, like any man,

doen't have time to think about that.
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A tremendous

arrount of your time on the White House staff is taken up
that way.

You just can't perceive the vvorld fran the

point of view of the President when you're in a
Department.

I've been out of it

I've noticed a little change.
SY:

nt:M

six IIDnths.

Already

It's ••••

Are you then saying ••• ?

[An unkI10vm person entered the roan and delivered an item to
Whitaker]
JW:

Here's that, you're welcane to have one of these.

'Ihat' s

just for 1972.

It kind of is in a slap-dash way what I

did every day.

But, you knt:M, [laughter] so what?

I

don't knt:M what you'd do with it.
SY:

[Unintelligible] reconstruct [unintelligible] ••••

Jltl:

But, all I'm trying to tell you is that there is an
exercise going on somewhere like that to fix it up.

SY:

That v.ould be very helpful [unintelligible].

Are you

saying then that you considered yourself IIDre of a
ccx:>rdinator of policy than a policy maker?
J~'J:

I'm saying I think the v.ord "policy" is highly overrated.
When it carre to difference on....

First of all, policies

can usually be stated in one sentence.

The

implementation of them in a significant program is what
people generally really call "policy".

For example, you

hear a hue and cry that we need an energy policy.
have an energy policy.

We

We want adequate, clean as we can

get, and as inexpensive fuel as we can get, period.
That's the energy policy; nobody disagrees with it.
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"HON

do you do it?" is What the question is, and that's a
series of programs.
word.

So "policy" is a way overstated

It's the decisions on who does 'Nhat in those
If you want to call that

programs and the details.

policy, we do a lot of that, but, in addition, an awful
lot of stuff that simply takes the wheat from the chaff
in what the President should know.
There I'll ask the question because Oou haven't--the
rrost important question is what decision, not hON the
President makes a decision, but what decisions he should
make.

That's the one where there is no blue book for it.

There are no ground rules for it.

That's where knowing

the President is a value, in contact with him, about what
his priorities really are.

For example, anybody can see

that, if the rronetary policy gets out of control and the
foreign policy gets out of control, nothing else can
happen right.

So they're virtually everybody's, every

President's first two priorities.

Well, that's easy to

say, but, in the everyday life, people all want to get in
with their little thing about this and that to be ••••
That's one thing that's very strong about the President:
that he has just blotted a lot of things out.
not live by what comes in his in-oox.

He does

He lives by his

priorities, what he intends to accomplish as President,
and I think that canes through to everybcrly.

SY:

I think that comes through very much in his

0Nn

decision

making, just the way he goes about it [unintelligible].
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JW:

That's right.

He refuses to be a harrassed man, a slave

of his box.
SY:

As far as documentation of your activities in these

specific areas other than in the Domestic Council files,
VIOuld there be significant anounts of paper, paper files
[unintelligible] in other•••
JW:

Well, yes.

SY:

••. [unintelligible]?

JW:

All the Cabinet papers when I was Cabinet Secretary.
Those involve the agendas that were set up and the
results of those meetings, insofar as those meetings,
those things could be put on paper.

By that I rrean that

he decided right in the beginning he did not want a kind
of, anything that approached a conversational recording
of what came out of Cabinet rreetings and what was said.
vJhat he wanted done was a piece of paper on what was
agreed to in those Cabinet meetings, how it should be
implemented.

So, at least during my tenure in that job,

the only records you will find are the records of, the
President said Secretary So-and-so shall do

suc~and

such, not how the decision was arrived at.
SY:

And not the dissenting vieN?

JW:

My

rnenory doesn't serve me that well.

You'll have to,

all I can say is everything that was written is in the
files.

I guess you've got it in somewhere else.

See

after--that Cabinet Secretary role has been a very fuzzy
one for years in government: as to whether you should
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have or shouldn't have one.

He [Nixon] had onei then he

decided he shouldn It, that you needed coordination in a
vast, much vaster wa.y in the D::xnestic Council.
one of the outgrowths of that.

That l s

The Cabinet Secretary

role is a gcx::rl, soother kind of a guy in the White House
[to hold the hands of a] Cabinet officer, a friend in

court.

On

the other hand, it is a totally inadequate

thing to get any basic decisions done.

For example, when

I was Cabinet Secretary, a Cabinet [member] would call me

up and say, "I 1m winning this battle, II or "I 1m losing
that h3.ttle" on sanething.

"Can you give me sane help'?"

My first question was really, "Who was in charge of what

issue'?"

When we first arrived, we were not very well

organized at all in that sense.
just••••

As I said, we had this

I used [to] think to myself, "HON did previous

Presidents ever function without same staff system like
this?"

Maybe they, I don I t claim to kncM much about what

previous Presidents ••••

live talked to Califano a lot,

I Ive talked to sane friends in the EisenhONer

administration, and I cannot glean from it where they had
a systematic way of making decisions, other than Cabinet
officers putting their p::>int of view in.

G1B, BOB

[Bureau of the Budget] in those days, was always there to
be the great leveler of dollars to prcx:1uce, lessen the
aspirations of a Department, but, beside that, I didn It
see any other control.
SY:

[Unintelligible] defining areas of resp::>nsibility.
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J\fl:

Yeah, right.

See, he [Nixon] had in his mind right from

the beginning to reorganize the government along
functional lines.

For example, When I had natural

resources, that meant that I had the Forest Service and
things like that in Agriculture; I had virtually
everything in Interior.

But, I didn't have Indians; they

were under "people"; Len (Leonard] Gannent had those.

I

had pieces of the Department of Commerce that dealt with
natural resources.

I had the water projects and the Army

Corps of Engineers.

We weren't just told, "You take that

Cabinet officer and that Cabinet officer, and there are
your functions."

Ne broke it down by functions, not by

whole Departments, which is along the line of What I knew
the new Cabinet structure would look like, if politically
you can ever accanplish it with the Congress, Who, of
course ••••
SY:

IX.> you think, did the working experience of the Danestic

Council itself, over the first two or three years, was
that one of the primary motivations for the
reorganization of the Cabinet?
J'yv:

Well, the idea of reorganizing the government had been
around a long time.

SY:

That's right.

JW:

You kn<:1.N, a Department of Natural Resources, for example,
had been around since before Herbert Hoover, as an idea.
Early in the game he [Nixon] decided on the Ash
Camri.ssion [Le. council], and that got studied.
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But

even then, it was apparent to everybody that the way to
do it....

When you say that....

being too good here.

Excuse me, I'm not

It doesn't do rruch good, for

example, to say, "Whitaker, you haOOle the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of Interior."

You've got

to get down to what in those Departments really ought to
be in the same Department.

For example, the Bureau of

Land Management over here, with not great variation, does

alrrost the same thing that the Forest Service does in the
Department of Agriculture.

So, one

l.lIim

in the White

House has got to look at that (his name used to be John
Whitaker: it's

rJD.N

Earl Butz) until we have a Department

of Natural Resources.

Then you can take it out of the

White House, and the President will never see it again.
You see?

There's other things that haven't, there's

things like, the Department of Agriculture has got all
sorts of things that have to do with the price of
products, and things like that, that are really not
related to natural resources.
econany and industry.

They're related to the

I never paid any attention to

things like that: another guy did [laughter].
SY:

Did you attend the seven-thirty staff meetings?

JvJ:

Hm hnm.

SY:

Were there other very structured, organized
responsibilities that you had on a day-by-day basis,
Where, in many cases, it's not as much a responsibility
as just an on-going process?
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Jw:

I can't remanber.

I remember we always had a seven

thirty in the rrorning meeting of the Dcmestic Council,
just like [Henry A.] Kissinger had his rrorning meeting.
Then the highest guys, and that did not include me, of
the Dcmestic Council, that was basically....

Well, and

then there was an Ehrlichman-Haldeman-George Shultz
Kissinger meeting, and then there was, if they needed to
talk to the President, there was a meeting with him.

I

don't remember being tied down to another particular
meeting or ••••
SY:

I was thinking in tenns of task force arrangements.

J~v:

I can't think of any other task force I ran other than
the one that I've mentioned.
forgotten.
was:

I probably did and have

The Whole concept of the Danestic Council

don't be in things in an on-going way.

If they're

presidential, get them organized right, get the message
to Congress, keep your eye on the legislation, but

basically, get out of it and pick up the next ball that
becanes presidential.

If you didn't, we \\Quid have a

staff that \\Quid really mushroom.
SY:

I kn<::M the staff is small.

Who \\Qrked inmediately under

you?
JiV:

You want their names?

bY:

Yes.

J~v:

OK.

My first staff guy was Chris [Christopher] DeMuth,

twenty-three years old, Who used to be on M:>ynihan' s
staff, and I got him fran M:>ynihan.
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He, under me, really

did nost of the nitty-gritty 'WOrk on putting together
this first environment message for the President.
later had a guy named will [William E.] Kriegsrnan.
is

OCJN

I
will

a naninee to be a menber of the Atonic Energy

Ccmnission.

He primarily handled that function also, the

environment side, and 11m talking When environment was
really the hottest thing on the front.
one staff guy.
believed in it.

I

just had this

I never had nore than one guy.

I never

A lot of the other guys in my position

had a lot larger staff, but I just never bought it.
made the agencies do the 'WOrk.

The other staff man I had

was, he I s there right l'lOtl--Dick Fairbanks, Who
reports to Ehrlichman.

I

n.oN

Pretty well does what I did

before, but we have a two-tier thing nON.

Welve got the

Danestic Council, and we I ve got the counsellor
relationship.
SY:

Hm hmn.

Then sanewhere a canbination of Dick Fairbanks

and •••
JW:

Earl Butz.

SY:

••• Earl Butz v.ould have replaced you in, •••

,JW:

Well, yeah, except EarL •••

SY:

••• in sane point or another ••••

J',v:

Well, 11m r.ot trying to say I was in a class with Earl
Butz.

He I

S

Secretary of Agriculture as well.

SY:

Right.

But, he replaced your responsibility•••

JW:

Yeah.

SY:

•••or took up your responsibility.

That's right.

That's right.
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Who was your

secretary When you were over there, or Who lNOuld be rrost
familiar with your files?
JW:

Sally Dahler, who used to be Henry Kissinger's secretary,

and later was mine.

But, she's now not there anymore.

She's in California INOrking for the Department of
Interior in San Francisco.

I've had other secretaries,

And then, during my Cabinet

but Sally put all....

Secretary days, a girl by the name of Elaine Williams.
SY:

When you were Cabinet Secretary, I don't know how that
position fits into the general organization, were you •••

J\'V:

It didn't.

SY:

••• reporting to ••• ?

.I'll:

I reported to Haldeman on procedure:

You were very independent?
when does the

President want a Cabinet meeting and who does he want,

/

those kinds of things basically.

Same time I was

reporting to Ehrlichman, talking about the substance of
what is .i.mp:>rtant eoough as an agenda i tan for a Cabinet
meeting.
SY:

What about for foreign?

JW:

What?

SY:

What about agenda for foreign policy?

JW:

Oh, well, no.

No.

If Haldeman just said ••••

oothing to do with foreign policy.
himself decide....
with Ehrlichrnan.

I had

Tne President might

Let me put it another way.
I checked with Kissinger.

checked with Haldeman.

But the decision....

I checked

And, I
Then, I'd

prepare a rnem::>, basically to Haldeman, that says, "On the
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radar screen are these seven or eight items: I think you
ought to do these two," or sanething like that.
does the President want to do?"

"What

Then, I'd get an answer

from Haldeman or I'd see the President, if Haldeman
wanted me to, or if Ehrlichman wanted me to, or Kissinger
wanted [me] to, to talk about the Cabinet meeting and go
set it up.

Many times, it was foreign policy items were

on there.
SY:

Right.

IN:

That's the way it was done.

But that was not a ••••

Again, that's the basic problem:

the Cabinet rreeting is

a very hard thing to be a useful kind of meeting unless
it, again, involves budget, or general politics or some
m:xnentous event of the time, which each Cabinet officer

/'

kind of needs the President's line on.

For example, he'd

have Cabinet meetings that were, at the time of CanU:xx1ia
and things like that.

He'd kind of get Bill [William P.]

Rogers or Henry Kissinger to make a pitch, or he'd make
one himself, on kind of what he felt each Cabinet officer
ought to be saying about CanU:xx1ia as a spokesman for the
administration.

That sort of thing.

not a tool to get a lot done.

But they're usually

A small group of Cabinet

officers is a good tool an a subject that involves all
their Departments.
SY:

Hm hmn.

JW:

Have you been doing this kind of a •.•• ?
question no.v.

I'll ask you a

Have you been doing this kind of work with
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previous administrations, so you ••• ?
SY:

No.

JW:

Yeah.

SY:

No.

Me personally or ••• ?

I have not.

I was working for the National Archives

in the Swmer of 1970.

Arrl they needed saneone at that

time to make a third person in our office.

We have since

expanded quite a bit.
JW:

Yeah.

SY:

There have been, there has been a presidential papers
staff at the White House since January 1969.

However,

until January of 1971, there was very little being done
in the way of planninJ for a [Nixon] Library.

Our major

function at that time was maintaining a daily log of the
President's activities, his Daily Diary, •••
J~v:

Yeah.

SY:

••• which is pulled together in our office.

J,v:

I used to do that every time there was a meeting between

Well, that's another thing •••.
It still is.

the President and somebody that my staff responsibility
was to set it up.

I went back and dictated a little

memo, generally the drift of it.
SY:

What's row called the color report or a ••••

,J','I:

Yeah.

SY:

What--the Daily Diary that we're doing is not that at

The color report.

all, because we're not going into substance at all.
JIV:

Yeah?

SY:

It's just a matter of pulling together an accurate
account of who he has met with and who he has talked with
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on the telephone and where he has been and how long.
It's a minute-by-minute account.
J'.<J:

Huh!

SY:

Eight

0'

clock he has breakfast and then fran there on,

his contacts during the day, which you can imagine \\IOuld
be extremely valuable for a presidential library to have.
JIll:

Yeah.

That's right.

SY:

Just like anything else that's created at the \Vhite
House, it does not belong to the presidential library
until the President deeds his papers to be rraintained by
the National Archives.

[Unintelligible].

Jw:

NoN is there anything else that I can ••• ?

SY:

Well, what areas do you think you \\IOuld be rrost
interested in talking about in rrore depth in an oral
history project, which \\IOuld go into issues or into rrore
analysis of particular policies?

JW:

How the pollution laws were arrived at, the thinking that
went on in the administration.

That's when I say, an

environment message.

How the environment message

decisions were rrade.

What were the considerations?

That's the area that I got, I guess, rrost deeply involved
in.

As for the record though, I \\IOuld be glad to

contribute in sate way to....

I might name saoo people

to you that might be rrore useful than I am, because
they've got rrore the nitty-gritty in the other areas.

I

think still for energy policy, for the first energy
message, Peter Flanigan and myself are the right people.
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You're not limiting yourself

noN ••• ?

Are you also

limiting yourself to people that, could they be people
that are no longer •••
SY:

Yes.

Jw:

••• with the administration •••

SY:

Oh, yes.

JW:

••• and that were involved?

SY:

Oh, yes.

J~v:

Also under energy then add [So J David Freeman of [the]
Office of Science and Technology.
to that.

In the area of rural develc:pnent, Ray [Raynond

J.] Waldman.

Rep:>rt.

He contributed a lot

Ditto for the National Growth Policy

I've forgotten when it came out.

For fann

p:>licy, I \\Ould say your key players are not me there.

I

think your key players on the p:>licy there \\Ould be, in
a.1B, Don [Donald B.] Rice, who is

A.] Morrill who is

OCJW

noN

gone, Bill [William

gone, and in the Department of

Agriculture itself [Clifford M.] Hardin and Butz, plus
Clarence Palmby, who has since left.

But Clarence was

kind of the top intellectual guy in the whole developnent
of the Nixon agricultural p:>licy.

I don't knON, do you

get out, I don't know if you consider Russ Train White
House staff?

I don't knON if you do, Council of

Environmental Quality?
SY:

Not really White House.

Jv'l:

Yeah.

SY:

The limits of what we have been doing so far have been
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the White House staff, and that includes Domestic
Council, but, and this is just a practical limitation at
this p:>int.

Hopefully, a Nixon oral history project will

cover it.
J1,v:

Yeah.

SY:

Just [unintelligible] office of the President as well as
the people who [unintelligible] the [unintelligible].
What we're doing

nDII,

of course, obviously we are not

prepared to go into depth •••
J~v:

Right.

SY:

••• on issues.

JW:

But you 'Want to catch where all the live wires are early,
so you can later on.

SY:

Right.

JW:

Sure.

SY:

Just to provide the jumping off p:>int•••

J"w:

Yeah.

SY:

••• [fran] which to begin an in-depth oral history
project.

of course, that v.ould require a lot of

background research to [unintelligible].
JW:

Right.

SY:

No.

Well, any other things that I can help you with?

other than one thing that we are also obviously,

this is with our papers of people outside the White House
staff who are still in the administration and
[unintelligible] the office of the undersecretary of
Interior is one of the offices which has been asked for
papers, personal papers, which would include anything
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Which v.ould reflect upon the administration.

This may be

anything fran personal correspondence, other than the
official correspondence, Which 'WOuld be covered under the
records center records act, the Federal Records Act, and
would go with the Department.
JW:

1» you want

SY:

Well, let me ••••

JV1:

I haven I t got an idea of....

Ire

to get my secretary in here?

NON you I re telling me that

you want••••

[End of interview]
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